
Project Narrative

Club Name:          Newport County Radio Club

Your project may be simple or complex. Please use the questions below to describe the details of the

project and how the grant would be utilized to make it possible.

TITLE: ARTEN (Amateur Radio Training Experiment Network)

A pilot community engagement learning opportunity in the 1-10GHz Super High Frequency (SHF) ham

bands at the intersection of amateur radio + mesh network technology.

Transformative Impact

1. Describe the goals that you hope to achieve as part of your grant program. Be sure to emphasize

how the achievement of your goals will have a transformative impact on your group, Amateur

Radio operators around you, and your community. Please indicate the Grant Category or

Categories that you program will address and be sure to outline your goals in each Grant

Category. Also please note, in the questions which follow, the number of people outside your

club that you expect to serve for each Grant Category.

Answer:

Our proposed Amateur Radio Training Experiment Network (ARTEN) project addresses four of the eight

ARRL Target Grant Categories.  These categories are listed below along with their associated goal(s).

Category: Programs to get Hams On The Air and Active

Goal #1: Introduce Hams to low cost equipment to get on the air in the SHF bands

Goal #2: Provide Hams the opportunity to be active by participating in the team project

Category: Ham skills development and training projects

Goal #3: Expose Hams to RF networking techniques

Category: STEM learning through Amateur Radio and Youth Outreach

Goal #4: Expose youth and adults to concepts of wireless communications in the 1-10 GHz range

Goal #5: Expose youth and adults to environmental monitoring (other than weather) using CO₂

sensors and an Amateur Radio supported Internet of Things (IoT)

Category: UHF+ Spectrum Utilization

Goal #6: Provide Hams another opportunity to utilize granted SHF privileges

The ARTEN project was started at the Newport County Radio Club (NCRC) to provide a low cost of entry

($20 to $100) opportunity for club members to: (a) learn about and use HAM SHF bands and; (b) learn

about RF networking techniques. Members have been meeting since early 2021 to test configurations of

Amateur Radio Emergency Data Network (AREDN) mesh nodes (AREDN firmware programmed onto
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open source WiFi routers) in the 2.4 and 5 GHz bands and have used simple, low cost Vector Network

Analyzer (VNA) equipment (like the NanoVNA) to showcase the measurements critical to wireless

technologies.

Our grant includes three major parts. Grant funds will be used to purchase a number of mesh nodes.

Grant funds will also be used to purchase measurement equipment. This hardware will then be used to

develop project learning materials and presentation deliverables.

First, we will use grant funds to purchase low-cost weather-proof nodes (open source WiFi routers)

similar to those mentioned previously. These nodes will demonstrate what can be built by deploying a

network of sensors linked by mesh radio that will provide publicly available real time data on

environmental parameters like variations in CO₂ concentration.

Learning how to easily deploy an ARTEN mesh with easy access to data from air composition, weather

and soil sensors is expected to attract youth and upskilling adults that will need RF and network

experience to fill looming technology workforce gaps. The ARTEN network plan is not emergency comms

oriented and does not use encryption. The data collected by the sensors will be provided to local

schools and other organizations to create awareness of the changes in their local environment. Radio

literacy is a foundational skill in our digital age.

Second, we will invest grant funds in the purchase of measurement equipment to validate node

performance. Since the use of RF measurements is critical to successful designs, the use of low cost

VNA’s was an early ARTEN project learning goal. Experimental and temporarily deployable antennas in

the 30 to 3 cm range are practical with simple materials like yardsticks and paperclips. The deployment

of RF equipment with wavelengths less than 1 foot can be challenging but the equipment to do it is

readily available below 6 GHz. Simple antennas can be constructed but measurements in this range are

typically done with expensive equipment found in research labs. It was recognized that while low cost

equipment, such as the NanoVNA, now exists for VNA measurements below 3 GHz, the quality of those

measurements could use a more accurate reference and learning tool. Therefore, it is necessary to add a

quality VNA to the grant request. The UVNA-63 (quote and datasheet attached) will provide useful data

up to 6 GHz to compare with results collected previously with a low cost, entry-level NanoVNA.

The availability of such a 6GHz VNA that has training as a primary goal is now available and could be

procured for about $3500 versus greater than $9000 for all other options explored. Given that this

option would not be available without the grant, we consider this a transformative investment with

far-reaching impact. The existing interest group at NCRC has expertise in fully leveraging the benefits of

this superior measurement instrument and hopes to provide exposure and mentoring on the use of

VNA’s in wireless design and deployments. We recognize that this instrument is normally a university

research tool but our General/Extra training programs have already breached this barrier. Indeed, just by

having this instrument available we expect to attract interest and new volunteers based on the technical

expertise in our area. In turn, our club's historic deep bench of technical expertise is a major draw for

new less-technical members wanting to learn and be mentored in such an enthusiastic experimenter

community.

Third, once established, the innovative ARTEN concept will be well documented to allow other clubs

and communities to use the learning materials and presentation deliverables. All training materials

and session recordings will be made available for free to the amateur radio community and specifically
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ARRL. In addition, the inclusion of non-amateur radio interest groups in our proposed pilot project use

case will expose the hobby to broad audiences reached locally, via social media and especially as a Field

Day training opportunity.

2. Describe your plans to provide training and skills development for hams and the public beyond

the membership of your club. Explain how your project will enable and be coupled with your

training and mentoring plans. Include an estimate of the number of people you plan to train

within the first 2 years of your project.

Answer:

Our ARTEN project will be the subject of a Field Day 2023 technical lecture on goals, activities and

accomplishments. This milestone will leverage NCRC's long history of Community Outreach through

ARRL Field Day, other live events, and related social media communications.

Successful past training and skills development events that have impacted thousands include:

● a youth focus via the annual Scouting USA Jamboree On The Air (JOTA); the recent (October

2022) New England Jamboree at Fort Adams attended by 3000 regional youth Scouts; previous

ARISS contacts and ongoing youth radio club outreach facilitated through our connections with

the local All Saints STEAM Academy.

● cross-generational adult mentorship and training via ongoing Technician, General and Amateur

Extra classes; quarterly VE licensing sessions; ongoing knowledge sharing via nightly 2M VHF

nets, weekly 80M HF nets, weekly breakfasts, monthly hybrid meetings and demos, and weekly

opportunities open to all to join in field testing the ARTEN components. ARTEN’s ham

community outreach will benefit from NCRC’s established participation and knowledge-sharing

within the ARRL-NE Mesh consortium led by Rob Leiden K1UI, ARRL Assistant Director for

Spectrum Protection & Utilization.

Direct training during the first year will be about 3 times the number of students participating

(75) plus about 20% of the club members (180 x 0.2 =36) for a total of 111. Monthly club

meetings will expose another 50% of the members to status and at least one recorded

presentation will provide further access to the materials for an additional 90. Field trips to the

sensor sites will be encouraged.  We would expect similar numbers in a potential second year.

3. Describe your plans to deliver Amateur Radio based STEM education in your community through

your project. Please include an estimate of the number of groups you hope to serve with STEM

education and the average size of the groups within the first 2 years of your project.

Answer:

Year 1: As previously mentioned, our ARTEN project will be the subject for the Field Day 2023 technical

lecture. NCRC Field Day is held at a public park and open to the public; it is regularly visited by public

officials and families. Attendance numbers for FD 2022 were at least 50 club members, 25 newly licensed

Hams in the GOTA tent and numerous visitors including multiple local elected officials and served agency
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representatives. Typical pre-pandemic attendance figures were at least 32 club members, 3 youth

operators and 10 visitors including at least one local elected official and served agency representative.

Attendance for FD2023 is anticipated to be similar. Also, including ARTEN deliverables in All Saints STEAM

Academy curriculum is under discussion. Middle school students (grades 5-8) involved in the radio

activities at the local STEAM Academy number roughly 40 youths per year.

Year 2: Our goal is to deliver a pilot community engagement learning opportunity in the 1-10GHz Super

High Frequency (SHF) ham bands at the intersection of amateur radio + mesh network technology. Year 2

goals would be to incorporate "Lessons Learned" to deliver a scalable learning pathway suitable for

STEM education in schools, for upskilling civic groups, as well as established ARRL clubs seeking to

engage Technician-license class and above.

4. Explain the steps that you are planning to involve minorities in your project and how your

program will help to improve diversity in Amateur Radio within your group and your community?

Answer:

The Newport County Radio Club is committed to diversity and inclusion, with demonstrated success

helping to bridge the tech gender gap. New club membership in 2022 is about one-quarter women. The

current NCRC President is a STEAM-educated woman and amateur radio ambassador advocating for this

pilot project. In addition, NCRC has provided workshops to our local STEM4GIRLS event at

UMass-Dartmouth University, as well as local MakerFaires. Additionally, All Saints STEAM Academy in

Middletown, RI is a diverse elementary through middle school educational venue that the NCRC has

collaborated with to deliver innovative radio/STEM hands-on learning opportunities for almost a decade.

While the tech gender gap is only part of the puzzle, it's a start, and we walk the talk.

5. Estimate the potential number of people (hams and non-hams) that would benefit from the

proposed grant program within the first 2 years of your project.

Answer:

Writing this grant proposal has revealed more cross-over audiences with whom we can communicate our

enthusiasm about the many facets of this pilot Super High Frequency learning pathway based on the CO₂

sensor mesh node use case. These communities include large demographics of all ages concerned about

climate change, food resilience and sustainable agriculture across the many islands we call home in the

vulnerable Ocean State of Rhode Island. Also, innovative groups working on edge computing nodes as

part of a Zero Trust architecture may benefit from cross-over problem-solving insights from the radio

community. Yet another outreach group could contribute to critical workforce development

conversations at all levels (local to national) that need communicators to explain why it is imperative to

prepare more RF engineers ASAP.

This broad strategy vision is backed up by these baseline estimates: Direct training during the first year

will be about 20% of the club members (180 x 0.2 = 36). Monthly club meetings will expose about 50%

of the members to status and at least one recorded presentation. Field trips to the sensor sites will be

encouraged. Of course, more members of our growing 75 year old club may choose to participate.

Other New England clubs with members participating in the ARRL-NE Mesh consortium will benefit from

the inspiring ARTEN pilot through our existing relationship.
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6. Estimate the potential of your program to create growth in the number of licensed and active

amateur radio operators within the first 2 years of your project.

Answer:

Over the 18 months of current ARTEN activity we generated participation from 4 newly licensed

Technician Class hams and inspired several upgrades to General and Extra. In addition, NCRC has

regularly trained and tested about 30 prospective hams per year. This number is variable with free

training classes being semi-annual and VE exams sessions held every quarter. Special VE sessions are

created to maintain enthusiasm when classes complete outside of the quarterly schedule. In addition,

approximately 15 middle school students were licensed through special training and VE exam sessions

held at All Saints STEAM Academy.

It is anticipated that a similar number of newly minted Technicians will be engaged, 4 per year, in the

proposed new project. It is hoped that community outreach and youth participation will inspire several

new individuals to become licensed amateur operators.

7. How will your project benefit members of your community who are not hams? Estimate the

scope (numerically if possible) of the benefit to the public.

Answer:

Non-hams will benefit from exposure to wireless networking beyond cell phones and home networks.

Environmental data made available by the network will enable the study of localized CO₂ measurements.

Please also refer to the answer for question 5. This project team includes a motivated writer who has a

track-record of contributing to the ARRL-NE blog that further organically amplifies ARRL goals to excite

the public to learn more about amateur radio.

8. Discuss the potential of your project to protect and utilize amateur radio spectrum.

Answer:

It is well known that amateur radio access to the 1-10 GHz bands is threatened by commercial interests.

The ARTEN project gives hams another active use of this much desired spectrum. More broadly, the

project is an opportunity to communicate to any number of audiences why amateur radio is a pathway

to better understanding our spectrum-dependent future that is now. 

9. What are your plans to create positive public awareness and support for Amateur Radio in your

community as part of your project?

Answer:

Please see all previous responses - especially Field Day 2023. Local media (TV, print and our area’s

extensive tourist information bulletins) will be provided with content on the club’s activities and the

environmental information will be a new twist on our other public awareness activities.
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10. Would you be willing to create content to help promote the ARRL club grant program? Please

describe plans that you would be willing to commit to in this area. Please outline how you would

utilize multiple channels including social media, Video, Print, Television, and other media outlets

Answer:

Yes, we are a club actively committed to outreach and communication. Plans to accomplish this include

marking all learning and documentation deliverables with “Made possible by the ARRL Club Grant

Program” or words to that effect. Social media promotions will include ARRL Club Grant Program updates

on the ARRL-NE blog and all NCRC media around Field Day 2023.

Please see, for example, an ARTEN related ARRL-NE blog posts:

https://nediv.arrl.org/2022/08/31/newport-county-radio-club-experimental-microwave-group-meets/

Execution Capability

1. Explain the number of volunteers that are required to execute your grant program. Please

explain the source of the needed volunteer help and the level of committed volunteers that you

have in place currently. Also, please explain your plans to secure necessary volunteer help that is

not currently in place.

Answer:

The team will consist of 5-12 volunteers currently organizing mesh testing activities. There are 10 total

in the practicing interest group that have created personal mesh nodes. Club members are in place with

sufficient engagement to successfully execute the proposed project. Additional volunteers are always

welcome and tech savvy resources are available upon request from local establishments like the Naval

Underwater Warfare Center (NUWC), University of Rhode Island (URI), UMASS-Dartmouth and the host

of local Navy support contractors, tech companies, the resilience response community, and colleagues in

other RI radio clubs.

2. Outline the role of and process used by key members of your club's leadership team in the

following areas: 1) Securing volunteer participation in projects, 2) Administering and keeping

records pertaining to the use of funds, 3) Developing plans and executing projects and

schedules.

Answer:

● We have regular informal breakfast meetings; monthly formal meetings; daily 2M nets; and

weekly HF nets (totaling about 40 meets per month). These live events keep participants abreast

of events and serve as effective volunteer recruitment opportunities. In addition, we

communicate news and opportunities via regular club-wide emails and groups.io discussion

forums. Our club president is a talent coach who listens for member's interests and connects

them to club opportunities, helping  recruit our generational leadership transition underway.

● We have a Treasurer and a bank account that is reported monthly and audited annually.

● Our Executive committee meets monthly with minutes and committee reports. Our Field Day(s)

history speaks volumes of our organizational skills.
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3. Describe a project or program that you have successfully executed during the previous 5 years of

similar scope, financial value, volunteer levels, and complexity. Describe the goals that you

achieved, and the scope and makeup of the people served.

Answer:

Every year since 2012, with the exception of the first COVID year, NCRC has hosted Scouting USA’s

Jamboree On The Air (JOTA). NCRC’s commitment to JOTA is of similar scope, financial value, volunteer

levels, and complexity to that of ARTEN.

The event is typically attended by three Boy Scout Troops and Cub Scout Packs averaging over 50 scouts

and 10 adult leaders. An average of 20 Merit Badges are awarded each year. 32 Merit Badges were

minted in 2022. The event has the services of roughly 12 club volunteers and $1000’s of dollars of

personal equipment (at least 3 get on the air stations, as well as, AV and demonstration test equipment

for the Radio Merit Badge class).

Planning, executing and reporting on JOTA is an 11 month process similar in complexity to the proposed

ARTEN project. Typical planning begins in January with securing the venue for the event. The February

NCRC meeting recommits the club to the event. March begins outreach to potential Troops and Packs.

May secures the club’s insurance liability waiver for the event. No JOTA planning is scheduled in June to

allow the club to focus on Field Day. July through September is used to finalize volunteer/equipment

commitments and Troop/Pack attendance. JOTA is executed the third full weekend in October. Finally,

November is used to document the event to Scouting, the ARRL Scouting representative and NCRC at the

monthly meeting.

JOTA demonstrates NCRC’s community outreach and youth Amateur Radio awareness goals. It allows

NCRC to introduce the excitement of Amateur Radio to public service minded youths, adult leadership,

parents, family members and their friends. As a direct result of JOTA, three Scouts and at least two adults

have gone to get their Technician license through NCRC. Admittedly, these are small numbers. However,

out of the 100s of youths we have interacted with over the years, we fully expect more to return to the

hobby in their adult years.

We also were awarded a Tranche 1 grant to expand our digital VE license testing capability. This

equipment (iPAD tablets) will also be used between VE test sessions as the user interface to the ARTEN

project equipment and data, since access can be browser based.

4. Provide a detailed plan including a schedule with key milestones identified, a budget breakdown

for the use of grant funds, and the numbers of and roles for the volunteers required to execute

your project. Please use the budget and schedule templates provided.

Answer:
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● Schedule / Key Milestones

Monthly from Successful Project Grant Approval

1. (Jan 2023) Project approved (Blog post); Purchase UVNA-63  and 2 of each node kit

2. (Feb) Project Plan update

3. (Mar) Build meeting for UVNA-63. (Blog post); Quarterly report to ARRL; Demonstrate UVNA on

DIY antennas

4. (Apr) Build meeting for 2 Air Quality (AQ) nodes (recorded)

5. (May) Deploy 2 Air Quality (AQ) nodes in farm fields (Pictures for report)

6. (Jun)  Field Day technical program (deliverable)

7. (Jul) Quarterly report ; Purchase remaining kits

8. (Aug)  VNA class  (Blog post)

9. (Sep) Quarterly report to ARRL

10. (Oct) Data collection review

11. (Nov) Mesh network review

12. (Dec)  Revise remaining 12 month plan from results

13. (Jan 2024) Yearly report to ARRL; Highlight during NCRC 75th Anniversary as an ARRL Club

(1949-2024)

● Budget Breakdown

UVNA-63 $3,500 (includes shipping)

Environment sensors $2,220

4 Raspberry PI computers for Weather kit ($40 ea) $   160

4 Solar power and 3D printed case kits. 4x($105 + $75) $   720

https://shop.switchdoc.com/collections/skyweather2/products/solarmax2-solar-power-for-your-raspber

ry-pi-project

https://shop.switchdoc.com/collections/skyweather2/products/3d-print-for-smart-garden-system-raspb

erry-pi-and-garden-cam

5 nanoVNAs (3 GHz) ($120ea) $   600

5 Yagi  2.4 Ghz antennas($15ea) $     75

5 DIY antenna kits ($20ea) $   100

Admin (printing, shipping) $   250

3D printing supplies $   350

Grant request total $7,975
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● Volunteer Roles

Project Manager (1)

Technical Advisors (2-3)

Implementation Team (up to 5 envisioned)

Outreach Coordinator (1)

5. Please identify any dependencies that you have for support by third parties from outside your

club for the successful execution of your project. Please secure and attach letters outlining each

required third party's commitment to supporting your project.

Answer:

No specific 3rd party support is required beyond delivering hardware purchased with grant funds. To

that end, the low-cost mesh nodes are available from scores of vendors and a quote for UVNA-63 is

attached.

6. Discuss the risks associated with achieving the goals stated in your proposal. Also discuss the top

risks you face in executing your program on schedule and within the planned budget. For each

risk, outline your plans to mitigate or limit negative impacts.

Answer:

We see limited risk. We consciously set clear goals we expect to deliver on. This is a pilot project with

material deliverables we will turn over to ARRL and then review what is a best follow-up for the UVNA-63

and lessons learned.

● Equipment availability is low risk. Club participation to build and operate the initial sensor

network is considered low risk. The plans to do a single farm site CO₂ sensor already exist with a

club member.

● A CO₂ sensor project exists in the UK through Design Spark so we hope to piggyback on that

open knowledge base but will welcome that project’s participation once the grant has been

approved. https://www.rs-online.com/designspark/designspark-air-quality-project

● The availability of team leads is mitigated by a deep bench of club members able to lead the

project.

● Perhaps a top risk may be loss of access to spectrum? However, it is one of the stated goals of

the ARTEN project to: “Provide Hams another opportunity to utilize granted SHF privileges.”

● NCRC has among its members many experienced project managers and committee chairs from

Field Day, JOTA, and VE sessions to name a few. We also have a cadre of past club presidents to

call upon.
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7. Does your project require funding beyond what is outlined in your grant application? What other

funding sources are you pursuing and what is the probability you will receive the additional

funds? Have you applied for funds that duplicate or overlap those requested in your grant

application? If so, please list the sources and requested amounts.

Answer:

No, our project does not require funding beyond what is outlined in our grant application. We currently

have a minimum of personal equipment to demonstrate a mesh network and collect sensor data. We

have gaps in waterproof/fixed installation nodes and adequate test instrumentation. This grant will fill

these gaps. Therefore, we are not pursuing other funding sources nor have we applied for duplicate or

overlapping funds.

8. Discuss the funds that will be required to operate and sustain the project in your grant after the

funds you are requesting have been exhausted. What level of on-going funding do you require

and what is your plan for securing the necessary funding to sustain your project? If you are going

to charge use fees to use the resources funded by your grant or existing resources directly

enhanced by your grant, please explain these fees in detail and specifically relate the fees to

ongoing costs directly associated with operating your project. Note that ARRL club grants may

not be used for profit activities, commercial activities, or revenue generation beyond covering

the direct costs for ongoing sustaining operations of the funded project.

Answer:

Our goal for ARTEN is to deliver a pathway for others to expand on the concept. Our advocacy for a local

mesh training network is part of the broader scope of new mesh networking activities across RI and the

exceptional regional ARRL-NE mesh activity experimentation and knowledge sharing underway. We do

not foresee the need for sustaining funds nor will we charge any “use fees” to access the ARTEN mesh or

the collected data.

Finally and in summary: ARTEN (Amateur Radio Training Experiment Network) is a pilot community

engagement and learning opportunity in the 1-10GHz Super High Frequency (SHF) ham bands at the

intersection of amateur radio + mesh network technology. We are committed to providing accurate

inspiring media to the ARRL-NE blog about this grant and our project goals.
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